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What is the ‘Your scores explained’ service?

The scores explained will provide information  
on your performance along with general  
advice on how you can improve these skills. 

This service is jointly developed by the  
IELTS partners.

Where can I find it?
When your test results are released, you will 
be able to login to Result Online to preview 
your provisional results which will include an 
explanation of your scores and advice on how 
to improve your language skills.

Your IELTS scores explained 
A new service available online



What is the ‘feedback on results’ service?
You have told us that you would like to understand your results and how 
to improve. In response to our customers’ requests, the IELTS partners 
have developed a new service for IELTS test takers: ‘Your scores 
explained’. When your test results are released, you will be able to login 
to Results Online to preview your provisional results and see a table with 
an explanation of your scores and advice for improvement. The scores 
explained will provide information on your performance along with general 
advice on how you can improve these skills.

How long will the website display this service?
Your scores explained will be available to you for 28 days after the release 
of your result, the same time as the availability of your online results. 
After this time, it will no longer be available.

Can I send this score download to my Receiving Organisation 
instead of a Test Report Form?
No, this is for your support and viewing only. All receiving organisations 
will require a copy of your Test Report Form, or, if accepting electronic 
results, the confirmed score from your test centre.

Can I share this feedback with my university, preparatory school 
or language teacher?
Yes, you can. However, you need to be aware that this only provides 
general guidance on how to improve your scores.

Can I download a copy of the feedback?
You will be able to download the scores explained in PDF. Just click 
on the “Download as PDF” icon on the top right corner
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